
Orchard Brook Home Association
April 9, 2009 Board Meeting Minutes
>
>
> Members Present:
> Ellen Paul, Tony Porcelli, Dave Edwards, Jack Potts, Scott Carbon, Jeff  Mussatto, Rodney Phillipe, 
April Marron, Dave Lambert.

Presidents Update
Ellen mentioned that with the busy schedules due to sports and vacations during the summer months, 
the Board should consider a flexible meeting schedule.  All members agreed that the summer months 
posed a scheduling nightmare and would be open to scheduling meeting on a flexible schedule.  Ellen 
will communicate any monthly meeting that is different from the regularly scheduled second  Thursday
of the month schedule.

Ellen next mentioned that with several big issues concerning the Village and Orchard brook, that a 
point person be appointed.  This person would be the focal point of  communications between us and 
the Village and would report back to the Board on a regular basis.  Dan Marrron was suggested to be 
the liaison with the Village.  Dan is already actively engaged in the storm water retention and  creek 
rebuilding project and his expertise in engineering would be very helpful.

There were no dissensions to Dan assuming the expanded responsibility.  Ellen and April will review 
with Dan. 

Committee Reports:
Architectural - Tony first reported that our insurance broker had made a mistake in calculating our 
timing and thus costs of the 2009 premiums.  Tony is working to rectify the situation as to ensure 
proper coverage at a fair price.

Next, Tony raised an issue that he personally has with common-area water run-off.  Over the past 
couple years, during heavy rains, water overflows Tony's retention wall from the common area and 
floods his lower patio and nearly enters his basement.  Several attempts to correct have > proven 
fruitless.  Tony called in the Village engineers to assess the issue.  They recommended that a swale be >
built in front of a berm to divert renegade water away from > his house and toward the existing drain 
(where most of the water already goes anyway).  To do so, the berm would  need to extend into the 
common area.  Tony submitted and architectural request to allow him, at his cost, to build the diverting 
berm which will encroach into the common area.  After further discussion, including concerns about 
association liability and other flooding issues at other areas, a motion was made by Dave L. to grant the
architectural variance and allow the encroachment. Jeff M seconded and in a 8-0 (Tony recused himself
from the discussion and vote) the motion was passed.

Treasurer-  Scott reported that revenues were at $158,248 with $34,000 still to be collected.  Scott > 
reported that reminder letters were sent out 3/31. 

Commons - Half of the commons captains have been contacted to discuss their areas needs and summer
plans.  Area #8 will have the culvert replaced and upgraded with a cage to replace the existing bars.  
Area #6 reported that it was in need of a cleaning.



Clubhouse  -- rentals solid.  Phil Palczynski has saved us thousands of dollars by renegotiating some 
fixed costs/contracts.

Pool -- opening planned for Memorial Day.  AquaTech has been contacted and is on schedule to have 
the pool ready for opening day.

Swim Team- April is getting the swim team registered -- check website for details.

Social-  April reported that the Easter Egg hunt was a  great success and special thanks to Pat and Leigh
Borland for their generous support.  The pool party is set for July 11th weather permitting.


